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Marianna Massey Sure, you can get directions from Google Maps, but there's a lot more you can do with it. Redirect Google Maps to the maximum. Even abroad. If this option is available in your area, you'll see a drop-down list of options below your location and destination box. Choose a car, walking, biking or public transport and the instructions are tailored for you. You can
create your own map. You do not need programming expertise to do this. You can add flags, shapes, and other objects and publish the map publicly or share it only with friends. Are you organizing a birthday party in the park? Why not make sure your guests can really find a way to get to the right picnic shelter. If you click on the link text at the top right of the Google Map, it will
provide you with the URL you want to use as a link to the map. Just below that, it gives you a code that you can use to insert a map on any web page that accepts insert tags. (Basically, if you can embed a YouTube video on this page, you can insert a map.) Just copy and paste this code, and you have a nice, professional looking map on your page or blog. Google Maps allows
programmers to connect to Google Maps and combine them with other data sources. This means that you can see some interesting and unusual maps. It takes a little technical savvy, but not the entire programming degree. This map gets real-time reports of celebrity sightings and shows your location on Google Maps. The sci-fi twist on this idea is the Doctor Who Places map,
which shows the area where the BBC TV series is filmed. Another map shows where the postcode boundaries are in the U.S., or you can see what the effects of a nuclear explosion would be. Google Maps for mobile can tell you about where you are from your phone, even if you don't have GPS. Laptops and tablets are usually pretty good at it, too. Google has put together a video
that explains how it works. To access Google Maps for mobile, you need a phone with a data plan, but it's nice to get out of it. Do you know that you have to avoid a construction zone or toll area, or do you want to take a longer route to see something on the road? Change the route by dragging the path around. You don't want too heavy a hand when you do it, or you end up with
lots of weird turns in your way, but it's a very clever feature. Depending on the city, you can view traffic conditions by looking at Google Maps. Combine this with the ability to create an alternative route and you can navigate in the most difficult traffic jam. Just don't try while you're driving. Ok, this may not be new to you now, but did you know that you don't need to actually write your
instructions to your Android phone? Just press the microphone button on the Google search widget and use voice commands phone to give you instructions. My favorite approach is just to say: Go to [name of place, city, state] Your results will depend on how well trained Google is your voice and how exotic the name of your location is. If Google misspels that when you give
directions, it's likely that your phone will have a hard time understanding you. You may need to enter or select from a possible list. This is an activity best done on the side of the road or your co-pilot. Google introduced a Maps feature called Latitude that lets you share your location with a selection of friends. You can update your location manually or automatically, and you can use
latitude on phones or standard computers. This is a pretty old hat now that everyone is checking in every spot in Foursquare, but Latitude allows you to do it without thinking about it or being motivated by badges (they'll send you an email to remind you that it's on). You can also look back and view your history. It's quite fun after you've been to a conference in another city. Is your
house in the wrong place on the map? Do you know that the entrance to the store is on the other side of the block? Has the record store moved? You can edit it. You can't edit every location, and you can't move things too far from their original location. Your edits will show the name of your profile to avoid abuse. Google announced a dramatic reduction in the fees it introduced last
October for using the Google Maps API. Foursquare revealed in March that it would stop using Google Maps and instead rely on OpenStreetMap, and two weeks ago Apple announced its own Maps app for iOS6. In a blog post on Friday, Google Maps API product manager Thor Mitchell estimated that only a small minority of pages will pay a new fee of 50 cents per 1,000 maps
loaded: As of today, we are starting to monitor map API usage, and based on current usage, fees will only apply to 0.35 percent of pages that regularly exceed the published limits of 25,000 map loads each day for 90 consecutive days. He also pointed out that developers can make money from their app: You can generate revenue from the Map API using AdSense for Maps,
which allows you to show relevant ads on or next to a map. Rik Lomas of Lomalogue told us that he thinks it's a smart move: I think it's great that Google have lowered its price, but it's not unexpected. The previous pricing structure was too high, even for companies with billions in the bank like Apple, so it wasn't surprising to see smaller companies like Foursquare moving to other
providers like Bing or OpenStreetMap. It makes sense that Google should charge for their high quality mapping service, it's the best out there, but they will only get customers if their prices are reasonable. For most commuters, Google Maps was a god send because navigation really easy. People who commute a lot to work are always turning to Google Maps and company its
properties. Here are some useful tips and tricks for Google Maps.More Videos Google Maps is hand-down one of the best navigation apps on Android and iPhone, but since most of us use it while driving, it's easy to miss some of its features. Whether you're a new Google Map player or a veteran, let's look at the best ways to make the most of it. First, save your home and work
addressesEmpt things and adding a home and work address makes using Google Maps a little more enjoyable, because it makes it easier to navigate to any place. Tap the three-line menu bar in the search box, tap Places to add your home and work address. Add more destinations to TripNeed to catch some lunch for the long journey? Or stop at the pharmacy on the way home
from work? Setting multiple goals makes it easier, although it's easy to miss that it's even an option. You have two different ways to add more stops. First, map directions to your destination as you always have. Then tap the three-point icon in the upper-right corner &gt; Add stop. Enter second place, and Maps will walk you through them. Here you can add up to nine different stops.
Alternatively, you can add a stop along the route in the middle of the unit. It makes more sense for something like a snagging lunch on a trip or if you're walking around town in need of a quick cup of coffee. Continue and start navigating to your destination. After navigating Maps, tap the large search button, and then search for everything you need. Maps will only show you options
on the current route. Save parking spaceIn the latest version of Google Maps, google can save your parking space. When you park, you'll see a pop-up window asking if you want to save your location. Do so and then you can add more information like what much you are in or how much time is on your meter. This feature is brand new, so if you don't see it right now keep an eye
on it in the coming weeks. With Maps, you can store places you're interested in, except as you use Google Maps, you have some handy ways to save places. Historically, My Maps has always been the go-to, but it requires you to have access to a desktop computer. Premierte to My Maps on your computer and phone to create a private or public map that can be accessed on
Google Maps. This is useful if you're trying to create an itinerary for a vacation, planning an event, or working on a map to collaborate with friends. Yesterday, Google updated its long-forgotten My Maps tool. The service was masquerading as ... Read morePerhaps more useful when you're on the go, there is a new list feature. Find a location on Google Maps, and then tap Save.
Here's a list of places that included predefined lists called Favorites, Want to Go, and Places tagged with an asterisk. You'll also see the option to add this location to a custom list or create it entirely List. I found these lists useful for planning holidays and watching things I want to do when I'm home. They also come in handy when you have a family in town and desperately need to
find a good restaurant you were close by. You can also share or disparate these lists. This means that even if you don't want to do footwork to plan a vacation, you can reap the rewards of someone more organized than you. If you wanted to save space in Google Maps, for years your only option was to add a little ... Read moreNeasingly your history to see every trip you've
takenBy default, Google Maps keeps running the history of every trip you've taken. This is either very cool and useful or very creepy. Tap the three-line menu button, and then &gt; map history. Here you will see all the different places you have gone to. If you don't like that Google Maps does this, you can turn it off by flipping the switch at the top of the screen on Off. I personally
don't see any use in keeping history because I'm not an amnesiac in the Christopher Nolan movie, but you may find it useful yourself. Using the Explore button you can find interesting places around youIf you are in a new place and have no idea where to start, the Explore button is incredibly useful. Tap the three-line menu button, and then tap Explore. You'll see a list of dining
options, cafes, and bars. I ignored this little feature for a long time, but since then I accidentally tapped it once I use it quite often. Download Maps for offline viewingIf you have the wrong data plan on your phone or traveling abroad, offline maps are required. Find the city or name of the place, and then tap the name or address in the bottom bar. Tap download to save this map.
You can see what you've saved by tapping the three-line menu button on the search bar and tapping Offline Areas. In most cases, you can still browse and search for destinations in this mode. Android: Google Maps is getting an update today that you will be adding a ton of information to download... Read moreZoom One-HandedIf you go around with your phone trying to browse
with Google Maps, the enlarging to enlarge is difficult. Instead, double-tap the screen, and then swipe up and down. Zoom in and out of the map. Send directions from your PC to your phoneIf you're looking at directions to a location on your PC and want to do real navigation on your phone, you can send that data to your phone as long as you're signed in to your Google Account
on both devices. First, search for a destination and search for a route. When you do so, you'll see an option to send directions to your phone (or car if it supports Google Maps). Dig Deeper into Transit DirectionsIf you use public transport, Google Maps is a fantastic way to get around and Google is doing a pretty good job of providing you with a lot of search parameters to fine tune
your search results. Search for a destination on Google Maps and tap Transport. Here you will see a list of the different ways to to your destination. If you need to change the time, tap the Deviate button and change it to any option you need. You can also tap the options button to fine-tune the results, including the forms of public transport you want to use (or not use) and change
how much walking you have to do. The last transit mode you used will always be the defaultIf you use many different modes of transport and bounce between different route styles, then you may have noticed that Google saves your last mode used as the default. So, if you have walking trails last time, you will get walking trails in the next search. You can always change modes by
tapping the large transit icon in the search results and selecting the mode you want to use from the Options bar. Avoid highways, tolls and other optionsSome, you do not want to deal with highway driving. These days it's nice to get Google Maps to steer clear of highways. Enter your destination, and then tap the three-point icon in the upper-right corner. Tap the Route Options
button. Here you can choose to avoid highways, tolls and ferries. More importantly, you can also switch whether Google Maps uses your options for each trip or just this one. If you always want to avoid motorways, tolls, or ferries, set the Remember settings switch. If you only want to do so for this trip, set it to off. I prefer to leave it in an off position so I don't happen to get routed in
some weird way because I forgot to turn the highway back on. Adjust the volume guidance and where to playMy you would think that something like guidance volume would matter, but if you're driving around in a car with weird speakers, it's nice that Google gives you a lot of options. Tap the three-line icon in the search bar, and then tap &gt; navigation settings. Here you can
adjust the volume to soft, normal, or loud. You can also choose whether or not voice navigation plays over Bluetooth. You can even mute navigation completely or select Notification Only to be alerted only to traffic, construction, or accident alerts. Notifications.
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